
 
Practice XVI. Translate consecutively the text given below. Before you start 

translating do the next activities:  
 
1. Match the words and word combinations with their definitions:  
 

1. genetic engineering  a) rapid increase or expansion;  

2. gene  b) whatever remains after treatment 
used to destroy insects;  

3. foolproof  c) a unit inside a cell which controls a 
particular quality in a living thing that 
has been passed on from its parents; 

4. allergy to sth  d) joined end to end;  

5. spliced  e) very well designed and easy to use 
so that it cannot fail and you cannot 
use it wrongly, incapable of error; 

6. pesticide residue  f) the science of changing how a 
living creature or plant develops by 
changing the information in its genes; 

7. boon  g) a medical condition that causes 
you to react badly or feel ill when you 
eat or touch a particular substance.  

 

2. Read the following set of paragraphs from English into Russian. Use the context 
of each sentence to determine which word best completes the sentence. Circle the 
correct variant given below. Then translate the sentences.  
 

 Experiments in genetic engineering have created important _________________ in 
many areas: they have led to cures for many diseases, the control of insect populations, 
and the improvement of food production. However, most of these experiments are not 
foolproof; no one knows for sure what negative consequences they could have.  
 
a. developments  b. breakthroughs  c. research  
 

 The _________________ of introducing the genes that have been genetically 
engineered in scientists’ laboratories could be terrifying: some talk of the creation of 
human monsters, or Frankensteins. In fact, there already exists genetically manipulated 
food that has been called “Frankenfood” by some.  
 
a. expectations  b. happenings  c. ramifications  
 

 Whether or not the fear of science-fiction food is realistic, genetically engineered food 
has received a great deal of attention recently because many of these food products are 
now on the market. For example, ________________ foods have been developed to 
improve the colour, taste, and shelf life of fruits and vegetables. Some people are 
concerned that that these foods don’t have the same taste or that they may cause people 
to become sick.  
 



a. unusual  b. gene-spliced  c. unhealthy  
 

 Many people recognize that genetically manipulated food can bring 
________________ to our lives. It could increase food production throughout the world 
and begin to solve the hunger problem. It could improve the taste and life of food.  
 
a. use  b. aid  c. benefits  
 

 Genetically engineered food could also end our dependence on pesticides to protect 
crops; if fewer pesticides were used, the problem of ________________ in food could 
be reduced. Finally, these foods could provide a boon to the food industry, which could 
help the general economy.  
 
a. pesticide siftings b. pesticide residue  c. pesticide waste  
 

 
3. Do consecutive translation of the text. Our commentary below which consists of 
the italicized items from the text might be of help.  

In the near future, you might be able to buy a tomato in the supermarket that has 
been genetically designed and engineered, a tomato that would stay ripe much longer, 
strawberries that are not fragile in freezing temperatures, vegetable oil that’s lower in fat. 
Already on the market: a gene-spliced product that’s used in cheese making. There are 
impressive claims being made for genetic manipulation of food including production 
increases that could help alleviate world hunger. But there’s also concern, and indeed 
some fear, about the use of gene-splicing techniques, and more than 1,000 chefs from 
restaurants all around the country made a pledge they will not serve such foods, and 
they’ll work to see that genetically engineered foods are labeled as such. It was 
announced that no special labeling would be required. Joyce Goldstein, the owner of 
Square One Restaurant, has joined the boycott.  

 

When I first heard about it, I thought, well they’re not even talking about flavor. The 
only thing they’re talking about is how long they can keep the damn thing on the shelf.  

 

Главным образом вы говорите о томатах.  
 

Basically, the tomato. You know, you worry how long they want to keep it. Is it a 
sculpture, or is it food? And I just keep thinking I hope that we will get to find out more 
about this, and that they’ll do some testing. For example, if they’re using these trout genes 
in other products, and we have customers with fish allergies, are they going to get sick?  

 

Среди специалистов генной инженерии бытует мнение, что для того, чтобы 
томаты были более морозоустойчивыми нужно использовать ген рыбы.  

 

Right. Well, I mean, will people with fish allergies have responses to this, or will 
that be so sublimated that they won’t have any effect? I guess the thing is, when a new 
product comes on the market like this, number one, you’d like to be aware that it’s being 
sold to you, and number two, you’d like to know that they have checked out all of these 
ramifications before they put it on the shelf.  

 

Ваши доводы являются самыми прагматичными из тех, которые мне 
доводилось слышать. Некоторые называют генетически модифицированные 
продукты питания искусственно созданными продуктами, ранее их называли 
Франкенфуд.  

 



Well, you know, it’s very easy to poke fun at – ant I want to put this in quotes – 
“progress.” I mean, those of us that were attached to typewriters, I think poke fun at people 
using computers until we started using them. So I don’t want to sound like I’m some old 
fogey saying, “In the old days we didn’t do it that way.” If they could come up with a 
wonderful product through genetic – I mean, they have done wonderful roses with genetic 
breeding that are perfectly beautiful and still have some scent – if they could do this and 
prove it was safe to the public, I’m not going to say it’s a bad thing. All I’m saying is, right 
now we have a lot of nonknowledge about this stuff, and until things are tested and until 
we know what they taste like and how they are, we don’t want to put them on the menu.  

 

Я нашел одну цитату, в которой говорилось, что “генетически 
модифицированные продукты принесут продуктовым корпорациям прибыль, 
соразмерную с той, которую они получили от полуфабрикатов (frozen food)”. 
Существует мнение, что продукты генной инженерии совершат большой прорыв в 
области питания.  

 

Well, they’re always worrying about corporate profit. What if the stuff turns out not 
to be good? I got a letter from a lady the other day, who said she’d the wife of a scientist, 
and she would prefer to serve genetically modified food to her children, and I shouldn’t 
worry because it’s under the wonderful eye of the Food and Drug Administration, and she 
will boycott my restaurant as long as I boycott these foods. And I started thinking, God, 
with an attitude like that I certainly don’t want her eating in my restaurant anyway. But 
also I mean the Food and Drug Administration has not been foolproof. I think we just need 
to see a little bit more data on this, and I think it’s too soon to tell.  

 

Я уверен, что вас очень заботит (be concerned) уровень содержания 
пестицидов (pesticide residue) в продуктах, подаваемых в вашем ресторане. 

 

Yes, I am.  
 

Возможно, в будущем можно будет имплантировать какой-либо ген, который 
снизит зависимость растений от пестицидов.  

 

I think that’s a good thing. I’m just concerned when they start crossing trout with 
tomatoes as to what happens. I’m concerned. I will be delighted if they can make 
something taste wonderful and not have chemicals and pesticides. When you read that 
these things are happening, and you know that the first person that it’s good for is 
agribusiness, and then you wonder, Well, how good is it for the customer, and that they 
will put these things at the market or try to sell it to us without letting us know, I think we 
have the right to know. I think then we have the choice to say I’m going to buy it, or I’m 
not going to.  

Commentary:  
alleviate – to make smth less severe, to ease;  
chef – a professional cook, especially the most senior cook in a restaurent, hotel, 

etc.  
sublimated – here: weakened; 
ramifications – one of the large number of complicated and unexpected results that 

follow an action or a decision;  
poke fun at – make fun of;  
fogey (also fogy) – a person with old-fashioned ideas that he or she is unwilling to 

change.  
 

 


